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Year One of the Russian Revolution 2015 serge exposes the heart of the vital first year of the most important
working class revolution in history
Dispatches from the Revolution 1997 an extraordinarily valuable compilation eric hobsbawm a man with an
instinctive feel for politics jonathan steele the guardianas special correspondent for the manchester guardian price
was one of the few englishmen to witness all phases of the revolution his remarkable writings provide a first hand
account of the momentous events and include his meetings with lenin and the bolshevik leaders
From Tsar to Soviets 1996 by examining the 1917 revolution in the light of the experiences of the ordinary
population rather than the activities of central parties and politicians this book presents a challenging and fresh
interpretation
The Russian Revolution 1984 now in a new edition this provocative highly readable work presents a fascinating
look at events that culminated in the russian revolution focusing on the revolution in its widest sense sheila
fitzpatrick covers not only the events of 1917 and what preceded them but the social transformations brought
about by the bolsheviks
Revolution in Russia 1992-01-30 the russian revolution of 1917 continues to be a subject of most intense
controversy eighteen leading specialists from different generations countries and schools of thought accordingly re
examine the key issues and events of that crucial year
The Russian Revolution 2017-10-15 a brilliant classic account of the russian revolution still the most readable
history of the revolution which sheds light on the western view of the soviet union at the time
The Russian Revolution 2005-08-09 the collapse of the soviet union in 1991 has provided fresh perspectives from
which to view the revolution out of which it grew the russian revolution 1917 1921 by ronald kowalski reviews the
ever changing debate on the nature of the russian revolution this collection of documents and sources includes
newspapers memoirs and literature commentary and background information of each source a narrative of the
major events of the period new material made available since the policy of glasnost a re examination of world war
one and the revolution focus on thematic issues such as the actions of peasants and workers for students of
european history this will provide interesting and informative reading on this major event in russia s turbulent past
History of the Russian Revolution 2008 during the first two months of 1917 russia was still a romanov
monarchy eight months later the bolsheviks stood at the helm they were little known to anybody when the year
began and their leaders were still under indictment for state treason when they came to power you will not find
another such sharp turn in history especially if you remember that it involves a nation of 150 million people it is
clear that the events of 1917 whatever you think of them deserve study leon trotsky from history of the russian
revolution regarded by many as among the most powerful works of history ever written this book offers an
unparalleled account of one of the most pivotal and hotly debated events in world history this book reveals from the
perspective of one of its central actors the russian revolution s profoundly democratic emancipatory character
originally published in three parts trotsky s masterpiece is collected here in a single volume it serves as the most
vital and inspiring record of the russian revolution to date t he greatest history of an event that i know c l r james
justly celebrated as a towering vivid historically vital work china miéville october in trotsky all passions were
aroused but his thought remained calm and his vision clear his involvement in the struggle far from blurring his
sight sharpens it the history is his crowning work both in scale and power and as the fullest expression of his ideas
on revolution as an account of a revolution given by one of its chief actors it stands unique in world literature isaac
deutscher
Was Revolution Inevitable? 2017 communism s rise and eventual fall in eastern europe is one of the most
important political conflicts of the 20th century however the infamous legacy of the russian revolution often
overshadows the events of the 1917 uprising itself the complications of which speak volumes to the resulting
international turmoil in this book former british ambassador to russia sir tony brenton compiles essays by top
russian historians including orlando figes richard pipes and dominic lieven to trace the events and ideology that
overthrew the tsarist regime and evaluate the true implications of the revolution
The Russian Revolution: A Very Short Introduction 2002-02-21 this introduction to the russian revolution
provides a narrative of the main developments between 1917 and 1936 it sees the process as the result of a
backward society which sought modernisation and ended in political tyranny
Revolutionary Russia 2004-07-31 this collection presents the major recent writings on the russian revolution and its
context it brings together key texts to illustrate new interpretive approaches and covers the central topics and
themes together the chapters in this volume form a coherent representation of both the events and the theories
and debates that relate to them
The Russian Revolution of 1905 2013-04-03 2005 marks the centenary of russia s first revolution an unplanned
spontaneous rejection of tsarist rule that was a response to the bloody sunday massacre of 9th january 1905 a
wave of strikes urban uprisings peasant revolts national revolutions and mutinies swept across the russian empire
and it proved a crucial turning point in the demise of the autocracy and the rise of a revolutionary socialism that
would shape russia europe and the international system for the rest of the twentieth century the centenary of the
revolution has prompted scholars to review and reassess our understanding of what happened in 1905 recent
opportunities to access archives throughout the former soviet union are yielding new provincial perspectives as well
as fresh insights into the roles of national and religious minorities and the parts played by individuals social groups
political parties and institutions this text brings together some of the best of this new research and reassessment
and includes thirteen chapters written by leading historians from around the world together with an introduction
from abraham ascher
Russia in Revolution 2017 the russian revolution of 1917 transformed the face of the russian empire politically
economically socially and culturally and also profoundly affected the course of world history for the rest of the
twentieth century now to mark the centenary of this epochal event historian steve smith presents a panoramic
account of the history of the russian empire from the last years of the nineteenth century through the first world
war and the revolutions of 1917 and the establishment of the bolshevik regime to the end of the 1920s when stalin



simultaneously unleashed violent collectivization of agriculture and crash industrialization upon russian society
drawing on recent archivally based scholarship russia in revolution pays particular attention to the varying impact
of the revolution on the various groups that made up society peasants workers non russian nationalities the army
women and the family young people and the church in doing so it provides a fresh way into the big perennial
questions about the revolution and its consequences why did the attempt by the tsarist government to implement
political reform after the 1905 revolution fail why did the first world war bring about the collapse of the tsarist
system why did the attempt to create a democratic system after the february revolution of 1917 not get off the
ground why did the bolsheviks succeed in seizing and holding on to power why did they come out victorious from a
punishing civil war why did the new economic policy they introduced in 1921 fail and why did stalin come out on top
in the power struggle inside the bolshevik party after lenin s death in 1924 a final chapter then reflects on the
larger significance of 1917 for the history of the twentieth century and for all its terrible flaws what the promise of
the revolution might mean for us today
1917 2019-10-15 upon their scandalous deportation from the united states in 1919 famous anarchist writers and
activists emma goldman and alexander berkman were greeted like heroes by the new bolshevik government in
russia berkman described it as e the most sublime day of my life e and yet he would flee the country after only two
years belarus born ida mett who went through a similar experience at the time also wrote a harrowing account of
the red army s brutal massacre at the kronstadt uprising before she too went into exile how did each of these
figures become so deeply disillusioned with russia so quickly and why within a few years did they all leave the
country forever 1917 offers a unique alternative perspective on the early years of the russian revolution through
the narrative perspective of these three eyewitnesses featuring an introduction by murray bookchin this book
emphasizes the rarely discussed anarchist hopes for a democratic october revolution while also critiquing the
increasingly authoritarian responses of bolshevik leaders at the time published for the centennial of the russian
revolutions 1917 contains four essays by emma goldman alexander berkman ida mett and bookchin as well as a
poem by dan georgakas that analyze assess celebrate and bemoan both the wild successes and the bitter failures
of the revolution
The Russian Revolution 2014-01-14 a popular concise guide one of the clearest available on the russian revolution
The Russian Revolution 2001 the russian revolution had a decisive impact on the history of the twentieth century
now following the collapse of the soviet regime and the opening of its archives it is possible to step back and see
the full picture in this classic work the author incorporates data from archives thatwere previously inaccessible not
only to western but also to soviet historians as well as drawing on important recent russian publications such as the
memoirs of one of the great survivors of soviet politics vyacheslav molotov impeccable in its scholarship and
objectivity the book tells a gripping story of a marxist revolution that was intended to transform the world visited
enormous suffering on the russian people and like the french revolution before it ended up by devouring its own
children in a concludingsection that will be of great interest to scholars in the field as well as the general reader the
author treats the stalinist great purges as the last act of the drama of the russian revolution
Russia: From Revolution To Counter-Revolution 2018-11-12 the october russian revolution led by lenin and trotsky
swept away landlordism and capitalism and placed the working class in power for the first time it transformed the
idea of socialism from theory into practice from this point of view the bolshevik revolution can be considered the
greatest event in history the revolution changed the course of world history and the last century has been
dominated by its consequences ted grant s book traces the evolution of soviet russia from the bolshevik victory of
1917 through the rise of stalinism and the political counter revolution its emergence as a super power after the
second world war and the crisis of stalinism and its eventual collapse the book which was first published in 1997
has been updated and edited in the light of new developments and the subsequent re establishment of capitalism
in russia grant based his analysis on that of leon trotsky who first analysed stalinism in his revolution betrayed while
the counter revolution has attempted to bury the memory of october the new crisis of world capitalism has led to a
revival of interest in marxism and the significance of bolshevism the republication of ted grant s book in this
centenary year of the revolution therefore comes at a fitting time
The Origins of the Russian Revolution, 1861–1917 2004-06 a concise introduction to the russian revolution
and its origins dating back to the emancipation of the russian peasant serfs in 1861
The Challenge of Revolution 2001-02-22 this volume provides an challenging and controversial explanation of
the recent events in russia it examines the causes processes and consequences of russia s recent political
development drawing on and criticizing the existing literature the book also shows how the recent russian
experience casts light on general theories of revolution and comparative political developments the transformation
in russia is usually compared with transformations in other post communist countries the authors argue that the
russian transformation should be explained in the logic of the great revolutions of the past such as the english civil
war the french revolution and the bolshevik revolution the difficulties and inconsistency of russian reforms are
usually explained as a result of mistakes made by reformers this book argues however that these problems should
be considered as a natural consequence of the weak state in revolution the weakness of state power is inevitable
resulting from social fragmentation property rights transformation changes in the interests of different social groups
hence the authors argue that most of the transitional problems in russia were unavoidable the authors go on to
argue that revolutions are usually considered as rapid change made through violence however the spontaneous
character of change in the situation of a weak state is a much more important feature of any revolution than
violence the book contains unique interviews with four leaders of the russian transformation mikhail gorbachev
alexander yakovlev yegor gaidar and gennadii burbulis as well as the personal experience of the authors who were
deeply involved in the practical process of russian transformation
The Bolsheviks Come to Power 2004 for generations in the west cold war animosity blocked dispassionate accounts
of the russian revolution this history authoritatively restores the upheaval s primary social actors workers soldiers
and peasants to their rightful place at the center of the revolutionary process
The Russian Revolution, 1917 2005-04-21 rex wade presents an account of one of the pivotal events of modern



history combining his own long study of the revolution with the best of contemporary scholarship within an overall
narrative that provides a clear description of the 1917 revolution he introduces several new approaches on its
political history and the complexity of the october revolution wade clears away many of the myths and
misconceptions that have clouded studies of the period he also gives due space to the social history of the
revolution and incorporates people and places too often left out of the story including women national minority
peoples and peasantry front soldiers enabling a more complete history to emerge the 2005 second edition of this
highly readable book has been thoroughly revised and expanded it will prove invaluable reading to anyone
interested in russian history
The Unfinished Revolution 1969 the george macaulay trevelyan lectures delivered in the university of cambridge
january march 1967 social structure class struggle the soviet union and the chinese revolution
Russia in Revolution 2017 the russian revolution of 1917 transformed the face of the russian empire politically
economically socially and culturally and also profoundly affected the course of world history for the rest of the
twentieth century now to mark the centenary of this epochal event historian steve smith presents a panoramic
account of the history of the russian empire from the last years of the nineteenth century through the first world
war and the revolutions of 1917 and the establishment of the bolshevik regime to the end of the 1920s when stalin
simultaneously unleashed violent collectivization of agriculture and crash industrialization upon russian society
drawing on recent archivally based scholarship russia in revolution pays particular attention to the varying impact
of the revolution on the various groups that made up society peasants workers non russian nationalities the army
women and the family young people and the church 0in doing so it provides a fresh way into the big perennial
questions about the revolution and its consequences why did the attempt by the tsarist government to implement
political reform after the 1905 revolution fail why did the first world war bring about the collapse of the tsarist
system why did the attempt to create a democratic system after the february revolution of 1917 not get off the
ground why did the bolsheviks succeed in seizing and holding on to power why did they come out victorious from a
punishing civil war why did the new economic policy they introduced in 1921 fail and why did stalin come out on top
in the power struggle inside the bolshevik party after lenin s death in 1924 a final chapter then reflects on the
larger significance of 1917 for the history of the twentieth century and for all its terrible flaws what the promise of
the revolution might mean for us today
The Russian Revolution 2017-05-30 from an award winning scholar comes this definitive single volume history that
illuminates the tensions and transformations of the russian revolution in the russian revolution acclaimed historian
sean mcmeekin traces the events which ended romanov rule ushered the bolsheviks into power and introduced
communism to the world between 1917 and 1922 russia underwent a complete and irreversible transformation
taking advantage of the collapse of the tsarist regime in the middle of world war i the bolsheviks staged a hostile
takeover of the russian imperial army promoting mutinies and mass desertions of men in order to fulfill lenin s
program of turning the imperialist war into civil war by the time the bolsheviks had snuffed out the last resistance
five years later over 20 million people had died and the russian economy had collapsed so completely that
communism had to be temporarily abandoned still bolshevik rule was secure owing to the new regime s monopoly
on force enabled by illicit arms deals signed with capitalist neighbors such as germany and sweden who sought to
benefit politically and economically from the revolutionary chaos in russia drawing on scores of previously untapped
files from russian archives and a range of other repositories in europe turkey and the united states mcmeekin
delivers exciting groundbreaking research about this turbulent era the first comprehensive history of these
momentous events in two decades the russian revolution combines cutting edge scholarship and a fast paced
narrative to shed new light on one of the most significant turning points of the twentieth century
The Russian Revolution 2011-07-13 mr pipes writes trenchantly and at times superbly no single volume known to
me even begins to cater so adequately to those who want to discover what really happened to russia nor do i know
any other book better designed to help soviet citizens to struggle out of the darkness ronald hingley the new york
times book review ground breaking in its inclusiveness enthralling in its narrative of a movement whose purpose in
the words of leon trotsky was to overthrow the world the russian revolution draws conclusions that have already
aroused great controversy in this country and that are certain to be explosive when the book is published in the
soviet union richard pipes argues convincingly that the russian revolution was an intellectual rather than a class
uprising that it was steeped in terror from its very outset and that it was not a revolution at all but a coup d etat the
capture of governmental power by a small minority
The Russian Revolution of 1905 2013-04-03 2005 marks the centenary of russia s first revolution an unplanned
spontaneous rejection of tsarist rule that was a response to the bloody sunday massacre of 9th january 1905 a
wave of strikes urban uprisings peasant revolts national revolutions and mutinies swept across the russian empire
and it proved a crucial turning point in the demise of the autocracy and the rise of a revolutionary socialism that
would shape russia europe and the international system for the rest of the twentieth century the centenary of the
revolution has prompted scholars to review and reassess our understanding of what happened in 1905 recent
opportunities to access archives throughout the former soviet union are yielding new provincial perspectives as well
as fresh insights into the roles of national and religious minorities and the parts played by individuals social groups
political parties and institutions this text brings together some of the best of this new research and reassessment
and includes thirteen chapters written by leading historians from around the world together with an introduction
from abraham ascher
The Russian Revolution 2002 analyses the events of the 1917 revolution in russia from its roots in the russian
empire of the late nineteenth century through to the revolutionary years of 1917 24 and beyond considers the
legacy for the soviet union right up to the fall of communism in 1989 91 and surveys the revolution s influence on
the twentieth century world suggested level secondary
Readings on the Russian Revolution 2020-09-03 readings on the russian revolution brings together 15
important post cold war writings on the history of the russian revolution it is structured in such a way as to highlight
key debates in the field and contrasting methodological approaches to the revolution in order to help readers better



understand the issues and interpretative fault lines that exist in this contested area of history the book opens with
an original introduction which provides essential background and vital context for the pieces that follow the volume
is then structured around four parts actors language symbols war revolution and the state revolutionary dreams
and identities and outcomes and impacts that explore the beginnings events and outcomes of the russian
revolution as well as examinations of central figures critical topics and major historiographical battlegrounds
melissa stockdale also provides translations of two crucial russian language works published here in english for the
first time and includes useful pedagogical features such as a glossary chronology and thematic bibliography to
further aid study readings on the russian revolution is an essential collection for anyone studying the russian
revolution
Through the Russian Revolution 1967 a facsimilie edition of the classic eyewitness account of the bolshevik
revolution with rare photographs color posters and proclaimations first published in new york in 1921
October and the World 1979 this beautifully written serious work is of value to all who are interested in our country
s russia s past genrikh ioffe moscow news this is a serious and mature book on a key event history the book in
question is of exceptional value to anyone who cannot read russian and wishes to know just what happened in the
first months of 1917 scottish slavonic review a classic of soviet historical writing problems of communism capturing
the drama and human side of the revolution burdzhalov s comprehensive and meticulously researched history of
the social and political course of the february 1917 uprising in petrograd challenged stalinist orthodoxy in soviet
historical scholarship when it was published in moscow in 1967 and western historians have since characterized this
as a landmark book
Russia's Second Revolution 1987 this popular concise and highly readable study discusses the key themes and
debates about the russian revolution robert service s lively analysis examines state and society under the romanovs
from 1900 the february and october revolutions of 1917 the final years of the romanov dynasty and the start of the
soviet order comparisons with political social and economic trends elsewhere in the world the extent to which the
later development of the ussr was conditioned by the october revolution clear and incisive the fourth edition has
been thoroughly revised and updated in the light of the latest research and features a new scene setting
introduction and maps service s text remains the essential starting point for anyone studying this tumultuous period
in the history of russia and the world in the twentieth century
The Russian Revolution, 1900-1927 2009-06-02 a compendium of original essays and contemporary viewpoints on
the 1917 revolution the russian revolution of 1917 reverberated throughout an empire that covered one sixth of the
world it altered the geo political landscape of not only eurasia but of the entire globe the impact of this immense
event is still felt in the present day the historiography of the last two decades has challenged conceptions of the
1917 revolution as a monolithic entity the causes and meanings of revolution are many as is reflected in
contemporary scholarship on the subject a companion to the russian revolution offers more than thirty original
essays written by a team of respected scholars and historians of 20th century russian history presenting a wide
range of contemporary perspectives the companion discusses topics including the dynamics of violence in war and
revolution russian political parties the transformation of the orthodox church bolshevism liberalism and more
although primarily focused on 1917 itself and the singular revolutionary experience in that year this book also
explores time periods such as the first russian revolution early soviet government the civil war period and even into
the 1920 s presents a wide range of original essays that discuss brings together in depth coverage of political
history party history cultural history and new social approaches explores the long range causes influence on early
soviet culture and global after life of the russian revolution offers broadly conceived contemporary views of the
revolution largely based on the author s original research links russian revolutions to russian civil wars as concepts
a companion to the russian revolution is an important addition to modern scholarship on the subject and a valuable
resource for those interested in russian late imperial or soviet history as well as anyone interested in revolution as a
global phenomenon
A Companion to the Russian Revolution 2020-10-19 combining reference entries and examination of primary
documents from the russian revolution this book gives students a better understanding of how and why political
forces fought to reshape the russian empire 100 years ago and provides keen insights into the soviet union that
resulted this invaluable reference guide provides an understanding of the social political and economic forces and
events in russia that led to the 1905 russian revolution in which leftists radicals disposed of the czar and his regime
it addresses key developments such as the formation of the provisional government the bolshevik revolution in
october 1917 and the russian civil war connected evolutionary historical events that fundamentally reshaped russia
into the soviet union this book serves students and general readers seeking a single source that provides in depth
coverage of the russian revolution and the russian civil war beyond the reference entries the book contains primary
documents that cover the key events people and issues that emerged during russia s revolutions and civil war these
documents give readers a more detailed understanding of how the bolsheviks used calls for greater democracy to
gain support for their revolution how the bolsheviks used terror and control as means to maintain their power once
the bolshevik revolution took place and why the bolsheviks believed such extreme measures were needed also
included is a chronology of major events from 1890 through 1923 and a bibliography that serves as a starting point
for more directed research
Russian Revolution of 1917 2017-09-21 excerpt from russia in revolution we have watched the early stages and
are about to witness the culmination of a national movement that will probably loom as large in after history as do
those which resulted in the establishment of the french republic and the united states of america writing in mid
crisis for the mind will not wait while events reach a complete development of a subject so large and in some
aspects so strange one cannot hope to have attained perfect accuracy of detail or perspective if rapidly written
however this sketch of the causes character and course of the russian revolution represents a good many years of
observation and study moreover which much space has been given to a recital of personal experiences illustrating
the quality of russian manhood the heroism of the revolutionary leaders and the tragic nature of the struggle for
freedom it is hoped that these narratives will not obscure the fundamental argument that the revolution is no mere



clash of personalities but is essentially the fulfilment of an irresistible economic process about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works
Russia in Revolution 2015-06-05 history of the russian revolution is a two volume book by leon trotsky on the
russian revolution of 1917 the first volume is dedicated to the political history of the february revolution and the
second to that of october revolution with the intention of explaining the relations between these two events
The History of the Russian Revolution 1957 reinterpreting the emergence of the soviet state holquist situates the
bolshevik revolution within the continuum of mobilization and violence that began with world war i and extended
through russia s civil war thereby providing a genealogy for bolshevik political practices that places them clearly
among russian and european wartime measures
Making War, Forging Revolution 2002-12-30 an account of the revolutions in russia from 1905 to 1917 that resulted
in the overthrow of the romanov dynasty and the establishment of a new form of government
Russia's Failed Revolutions 1981-04-16
The Russian Revolution 1976
Black Night, White Snow 1978
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